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Dormal G, Lepore F, Harissi-Dagher M, Albouy G, Bertone A,
Rossion B, Collignon O. Tracking the evolution of crossmodal
plasticity and visual functions before and after sight restoration. J
Neurophysiol 113: 1727–1742, 2015. First published December 17,
2014; doi:10.1152/jn.00420.2014.—Visual deprivation leads to mas-
sive reorganization in both the structure and function of the occipital
cortex, raising crucial challenges for sight restoration. We tracked the
behavioral, structural, and neurofunctional changes occurring in an
early and severely visually impaired patient before and 1.5 and 7 mo
after sight restoration with magnetic resonance imaging. Robust
presurgical auditory responses were found in occipital cortex despite
residual preoperative vision. In primary visual cortex, crossmodal
auditory responses overlapped with visual responses and remained
elevated even 7 mo after surgery. However, these crossmodal re-
sponses decreased in extrastriate occipital regions after surgery, to-
gether with improved behavioral vision and with increases in both
gray matter density and neural activation in low-level visual regions.
Selective responses in high-level visual regions involved in motion
and face processing were observable even before surgery and did not
evolve after surgery. Taken together, these findings demonstrate that
structural and functional reorganization of occipital regions are pres-
ent in an individual with a long-standing history of severe visual
impairment and that such reorganizations can be partially reversed by
visual restoration in adulthood.

blindness; crossmodal plasticity; sight recovery; ventral-dorsal path-
ways

ONE OF THE MOST STRIKING EXAMPLES of experience-dependent
brain plasticity originates from studies of blind individuals,
whose cortical areas normally devoted to vision reorganize to
support nonvisual sensory and cognitive functions (Bavelier
and Neville 2002; Noppeney 2007). Crossmodal plasticity is
thought to be functionally relevant since 1) its strength may
correlate with superior abilities in the remaining senses in early
blind individuals (Amedi et al. 2003; Gougoux et al. 2005); 2)
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) targeting the occipital
cortex of early blind individuals has a detrimental effect on
nonvisual performance (Amedi et al. 2004; Cohen et al. 1997;
Collignon et al. 2007); and 3) crossmodal recruitment of
occipital regions in early blind individuals seems to retain the

typical functional specialization of these cortical regions (Col-
lignon et al. 2011b; Reich et al. 2011; for reviews see Dormal
and Collignon 2011; Ricciardi and Pietrini 2011).

Functional crossmodal plasticity inevitably raises important
challenges for individuals undergoing surgical procedures to
recover vision, as the deprived and reorganized occipital cortex
may not provide the necessary cortical resources for adequate
visual analysis of the restored optical input (Collignon et al.
2011a; Merabet and Pascual-Leone 2009). Support for this
assumption comes from research conducted on deaf individuals
demonstrating that the success of cochlear implants is inversely
related to the amount of crossmodal visual activity measured in
the auditory cortex prior to implantation (Buckley and Tobey
2011; Lee et al. 2007; Sandmann et al. 2012; Strelnikov et al.
2013; but see Heimler et al. 2014 for a critical review).

Empirical investigations of this question in visually deprived
individuals are scarce. Cases of sight recovery in adulthood
after long-standing blindness typically encounter severe and
permanent visual deficits even years after the intervention
[Ackroyd et al. 1974; Carlson et al. 1986; Fine et al. 2003;
Gregory and Wallace 1974 (original work published in 1963)].
To date, only one functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) study has jointly investigated visual- and auditory-
driven responses in the occipital cortex of two sight recovery
individuals (Saenz et al. 2008). In these subjects, crossmodal
auditory motion responses coexisted with visual motion re-
sponses in area MT�/V5. Since this study was carried out
several years after sight restoration, no observations were
reported about the evolution of occipital functions before and
after sight was regained.

Most cases of vision loss occur gradually, and individuals
often maintain some degree of residual vision (Merabet and
Pascual-Leone 2009). Surprisingly, the question of whether
crossmodal plasticity may be observed even in cases where the
sensory deprivation is not total remains largely unexplored.
This is an issue of particular relevance considering that these
individuals are the main targets of new advances in surgical
procedures to restore vision (Aldave et al. 2009; Robert and
Harissi-Dagher 2011).

Here we provide the first extensive longitudinal investiga-
tion of a case of sight recovery after a life-long history of
severe visual impairment. We performed both pre- and post-
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surgery measurements and combined behavioral, neurostruc-
tural (MRI), and neurofunctional (fMRI) methods. Our goals
were threefold. First, we aimed to investigate the presence of
crossmodal plasticity prior to surgery despite (poor) residual
vision. Second, we aimed to track the evolution of such
putative crossmodal plasticity after surgery, in order to test
whether it may decrease or disappear as a result of visual
recovery. Third, we investigated the integrity of the ventral and
the dorsal visual pathways before surgery and their evolution
after optical quality improvement.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Case Description

KL is a right-handed woman, born in 1965 in Meteghan, Nova
Scotia, Canada. Her visual impairment history was assessed by
obtaining access to her medical records, by discussing the case with
the ophthalmologist who carried out the ophthalmic procedure (M.
Harissi-Dagher), and by carrying out detailed anamneses with her and
with her 9-yr-older brother. KL’s vision has been highly altered since
very early in life. At 10 mo of age, her parents and older brothers
noticed a lack of visually guided behavior and an inability to avoid
obstacles around her. She was diagnosed between 2 and 3 yr of age
with dense bilateral cataracts, which were surgically removed at that
time by extraction of the crystalline lens bilaterally. The surgery was
not successful in restoring functional vision, since KL has only
experienced residual patterned color and motion information in the
right eye and none in the left. The left eye was deemed amblyopic.
During infancy and adolescence, she attended school in specific
classes for children with learning disabilities. At that time, she would
always sit a few feet away from the blackboard and was capable of
reading books with large letters from a distance of �5 in. She had to
stop attending school in grade 8 (first year of high school), as there
were no more adapted classes and her vision was too altered to allow
her to attend regular classes. At home she would rather listen to music
than watch television, and when she did watch television it was from
�3 in. from the screen. She never played any sports involving a ball
as she was unable to see the ball in time in order to catch it. KL and
her older brother recall that it was never possible for her to recognize
anyone familiar solely based on their face.

KL got married and moved from Nova Scotia to Quebec in 1984.
In 1996, rhegmatogenous retinal detachment occurred in her right eye
for which she underwent surgical repair by pars plana vitrectomy. In
2000, a rhegmatogenous retinal detachment occurred again in the
same eye, which was also repaired by pars plana vitrectomy. She
worked between 1995 and 2007, until her vision further decreased to
a point where she stopped working. Because of her cataract surgery at
a young age, the cornea of both eyes became edematous. Corneal
grafting was thus necessary to attempt to improve the visual acuity
lost because of bullous keratopathy. A corneal graft was attempted in
her right eye in December 2008, and an anterior chamber lens was
implanted to correct the refractive power. The corneal graft was
rejected in September 2010. A second corneal graft was attempted in
October 2010 and was rejected again 3 mo later. At that point, visual
acuity in her medical records was reported to be 20/300 and KL
resorted to using a white cane. A Boston keratoprosthesis was im-
planted in her right eye in April 2012. A soft contact lens with optical
correction of �0.5 diopters was placed to protect the eye. KL was
tested with this correction at 1.5 mo after keratoprosthesis. In August
2012, the optical correction of the lens was increased to �6 diopters
to improve distance vision, and KL was prescribed glasses with
optical correction of �2 diopters for near vision. She was tested with
this correction at 7 mo after keratoprosthesis.

General Experimental Design and Control Participants

KL was tested in three separate sessions involving identical behav-
ioral, MRI, and fMRI procedures. The first session, hereafter referred
to as Pre, took place 3 wk (18 days) prior to surgery. The two other
sessions, hereafter referred to as Post 1.5m and Post 7m, took place
1.5 mo (48 days) and 7 mo (218 days) after visual restoration with
Boston keratoprosthesis (Khan et al. 2007). Behavioral tasks consisted
of computerized tests evaluating visual acuity, contrast sensitivity,
global motion detection, face/nonface categorization, and individual
face discrimination. Each neuroimaging session comprised four func-
tional runs followed by the acquisition of a high-resolution anatomical
image to investigate structural changes across time. Functional runs
consisted of a motion localizer, a face localizer, and two auditory
experiments. Three normally sighted right-handed women with cor-
rected-to-normal vision aged 55, 40, and 52 yr were tested in the
behavioral experiments and served as control participants (sighted
control subjects). For MRI measures, we used previously acquired
anatomical images from nine normally sighted subjects who were
scanned on two occasions separated by a delay that ranged between 35
days and 3.5 yr (mean � SD delay � 1.45 � 1.32 yr; mean � SD age
at scan 1 � 35 � 10 yr; mean � SD age at scan 2 � 36 � 10 yr; 3
women, 6 men). For fMRI experiments, we used previously acquired
data with identical paradigms from 12 sighted control subjects with
normal or corrected-to-normal vision for the motion localizer, the face
localizer, and auditory experiment 1 (4 women, 8 men; mean � SD
age � 29 � 4.3 yr) and from 17 sighted control subjects with normal
or corrected-to-normal vision (9 women, 8 men; mean � SD age � 40 � 14
yr), 12 early blind individuals (4 women, 8 men; mean � SD age �
41 � 11 yr), and 10 late blind individuals (8 women, 2 men; mean �
SD age � 48 � 11 yr) for auditory experiment 2 (see Collignon et al.
2011b, 2013). All participants gave their written informed consent to
take part in the study, which was approved by the research ethic and
scientific boards of the Quebec Bio-Imaging Network (QBIN), the
Notre-Dame Hospital (CHUM), and the Centre for Interdisciplinary
Research in Rehabilitation of Greater Montreal (CRIR).

Behavioral Experiments

Behavioral tasks consisted of computerized tests evaluating dis-
tance visual acuity, contrast sensitivity function, global motion detec-
tion thresholds, face/nonface categorization, and face individuation
abilities. The tasks were administered in a dimly lit room and
presented on a Viewsonic (PT775) CRT monitor (330 mm � 245
mm). Stimulus generation, presentation, and data collection for tests
of distance visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, and global motion
detection were controlled by a Macintosh Pro 2.8 GHz Quad-Core
Intel Xeon using the DataPixx (www.vpixx.com) graphic program
and visual stimulator [16-bit video digital-to-analog converter
(DAC)]. The mean luminance of the display was 50.0 cd/m2 [x �
0.2783, y � 0.3210 in CIE (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage)
u=, v= color space], where Lmin and Lmax were 0.5 and 99.50 cd/m2,
respectively. Screen resolution was 1,280 � 1,024 pixels, and refresh
rate was 85 Hz. Stimulus presentation and data collection for the
face/nonface categorization and the face individuation tasks were
controlled with an HP Compaq dc5850 Microtower PC using E-
prime2 (Psychology Software Tools). Screen resolution was 1,024 �
768 pixels, and refresh rate was 60 Hz.

Distance visual acuity. Distance visual acuity was measured bin-
ocularly and monocularly with a Landolt-C paradigm at a distance of
285 cm from the computer screen (with the exception of KL at Pre,
who was tested at 100 cm because of her inability to carry out the task
at the same distance). Stimuli corresponded to high-contrast white
optotypes (Loptotype � 99.5 cd/m2) on a black background (Lbackground � 0.5
cd/m2). Participants were asked to identify the orientation (up, down,
left, or right) of the gap opening of the optotype using a four-
alternative forced-choice paradigm (4AFC). Far visual acuity was
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defined by Snellen decimal acuity, the reciprocal of the smallest
resolvable visual angle of the optotype gap in arc minutes needed to
correctly identify its orientation.

Contrast sensitivity. Contrast sensitivity function (CSF) was as-
sessed binocularly at a distance of 57 cm from the computer screen by
measuring contrast detection thresholds to luminance-defined verti-
cally oriented sine-wave gratings with smoothed edges (in Gaussian
envelope). Grating size was 20° � 20° when viewed from 57 cm. The
mean luminance of the remainder of the display was 50 cd/m2.
Detection thresholds were measured separately for gratings of 0.25,
0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 cycles per degree (cpd). In each trial, the target
grating appeared in either one of two successively presented frames of
1-s duration each and separated by a 200-ms interval. A sound was
emitted concomitantly with each frame presentation. Participants were
instructed to indicate whether the target grating was present in the first
or the second frame. CSF was calculated for each participant using the
inverse of the contrast detection threshold measured for each spatial
frequency.

Global motion detection. Global motion detection thresholds were
measured separately for radial and vertical trajectories at a distance of
57 cm from the computer screen. Stimuli consisted of limited-lifetime
random-dot kinematogram displays (RDKs) (Newsome and Paré
1988). One hundred white dots (0.75° diameter, Ldots � 99.5 cd/m2)
with a limited lifetime of 250 ms were presented against a 23° � 23°
black background square (Lbackground � 0.5 cd/m2) and moved at a
speed of 12°/s. A subset of randomly chosen (signal) dots moved in
the same direction, whereas the remaining (noise) dots in the display
moved in random directions. Signal strength was manipulated by
varying the percentage of signal dots in the display. In the radial task,
signal dots moved toward (contracting) or away from (expanding) the
center of the screen. In the vertical task, signal dots moved upward or
downward. Participants were instructed to identify the direction of the
signal dots. We measured a coherence threshold for each of the two
tasks (i.e., minimum percentage of signal dots required to accurately
detect the overall direction of motion). Each trial lasted for a maxi-
mum of 5 s, or until participants responded.

Measures of distance visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, and global
motion detection were performed with an ML-PEST algorithm (Har-
vey 1997) implementing the maximum-likelihood adaptive staircase
method for estimating sensory thresholds. The staircase fitted a new
psychometric function to the data after each trial and ended after a
90% confidence level that the detection threshold estimate fell within
�0.1 log units of the true threshold measure. In all tasks, responses
were given verbally by the participants and were encoded by the
experimenter. Luminance readings and gamma correction were veri-
fied with a Minolta CS-100 Chroma Meter colorimeter on a regular
basis.

Face/nonface categorization and face individuation. Face catego-
rization and face individuation were assessed with three different
sequential two-alternative forced choice delayed matching tasks
(2AFC). Face categorization was assessed with full frontal faces (24
pictures, half male) and full front cars (24 pictures). Face individua-
tion was assessed separately for full frontal faces (100 pictures) and
depth-rotated (¾ profile) faces (96 pictures). In all three tasks, stimuli
were grayscale and equalized for luminance with SHINEtoolbox
(Willenbockel et al. 2010) implemented in MATLAB (MathWorks).
Stimuli measured 300 pixels in height (�9.5° on the screen) with a
width ranging between 200 and 265 pixels for faces (�7.5° on the
screen) and between 350 and 400 pixels for cars (�12° on the screen).
Pictures of faces were cropped for external features.

Each task consisted of the presentation of a stimulus in the center
of the screen (360 ms in the categorization task, 500 ms in the
individuation tasks) followed, after a 1,000-ms delay, by the central
presentation of two stimuli arranged one on top of the other, which
remained on the screen until a response was given. All tasks consisted
of identifying, within each trial, which item had been presented at
encoding. Participants were instructed to respond as accurately and as

fast as possible. In the categorization task, 48 trials were administered
in total. In half of the trials the encoding item was a face; in the other
half the encoding item was a car. In the individuation tasks, the
encoding face was always presented full-front whereas the subsequent
faces were either full-front (in the front-front task) or depth-rotated (¾
profile, in the front-profile task). In both individuation tasks, the exact
same faces were presented at upright and inverted (vertically flipped)
orientations in four separate blocks (upright—inverted—inverted—
upright) within each task. One hundred trials (half upright) were
administered in the front-front task, and 96 trials (half upright) were
administered in the front-profile task.

Both accuracy rates and correct response times (RTs) were con-
sidered for analyses. Accuracy rates (categorical values of 1 vs. 0 at
each trial) were analyzed with binomial and �2-tests that were thus
corrected for multiple comparisons. Correct RTs were first analyzed
with ANOVAs and then with follow-up t-tests that were thus not
corrected for multiple comparisons. One-tailed binomial tests were
conducted on KL’s accuracy scores within each session to test
whether performance was significantly higher than chance. �2-Tests
for independence were performed on accuracy scores to test for any
significant between-session changes (individuation and categorization
tasks) and to test for a face inversion effect within each session
(individuation tasks). Only correct RTs that were below 2,000 ms
(categorization task) or below 5,000 ms (individuation tasks) were
considered for analyses and were ln-transformed to meet criterion of
normal distribution for the use of parametric tests. ln-Transformed
correct RTs that were below or above 3 standard deviations from the
mean of each session were excluded. In the categorization task, KL’s
response speed across time was tested with a one-way repeated-
measure ANOVA (and follow-up t-tests) with Session (Pre, Post
1.5m, Post 7m) as a within-subject factor. In the individuation tasks,
a two-way between-groups ANOVA (and follow-up t-tests) were
conducted on KL’s ln-transformed correct RTs to explore the impact
of Orientation (upright vs. inverted) and Session (Pre, Post 1.5m, Post
7m) on response speed.

In all the behavioral tasks, we used the modified t-test of Crawford
et al. (2010) to compare KL’s performance to the control subjects [i.e.,
visual acuity (Snellen decimal acuity), contrast sensitivity (%), global
motion detection (%), and face categorization and face individuation
(% and ms)]. This test is specifically designed to compare an individ-
ual’s test score against norms derived from small control samples
(Crawford et al. 2010). Here we used a P value of 0.05 within the
framework of a unilateral hypothesis. Consequently, KL’s thresholds,
scores, and RTs associated with a one-tailed P value below 0.05 were
considered as reflecting a significant difference relative to the control
subjects. Analyses were conducted with a computerized version of the
method (SINGLIMS_ES.exe).

fMRI Experiments

KL was scanned in three separate fMRI sessions lasting �1.5 h
each and consisting of four different experiments (1 functional run for
each experiment) followed by the acquisition of a high-resolution
anatomical image. Functional runs were block designs consisting of a
motion localizer, a face localizer, and two auditory experiments.
Before each fMRI acquisition, KL and the control subjects underwent
a 45-min training session in a mock scanner. Recorded scanner noise
was played in the bore of the simulator while KL and the control
subjects practiced the tasks to familiarize themselves with the fMRI
environment. In the scanner, visual stimuli were projected onto a
mirror (127 mm � 102 mm) that was mounted at a distance of �12
cm from the eyes of the participants. Auditory stimuli were delivered
by means of circumaural, fMRI-compatible headphones (MR Confon,
Magdeburg, Germany).

Motion localizer. The motion localizer run lasted 9 min and
consisted of radially moving dots and static images of the same dots
alternating in a block design with 18-s blocks that were each repeated
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10 times. Stimuli in both conditions consisted of large white dots
(�1.5° in the scanner) on a black background (�45° � 45° in the
scanner), randomly placed at a minimum radius (�3° in the scanner)
from a central white fixation cross (�2° � 2° in the scanner). Blocks
were separated by a baseline (white fixation cross on a black back-
ground) lasting 7, 9, or 11 s (9 s on average). In the Motion blocks, six
consecutive radially moving stimuli each lasting 3 s (1.5 s of expan-
sion and 1.5 s of contraction) were presented [no interstimulus interval
(ISI)] (dots’ lifetime: 250 ms, velocity: �15°/s in scanner). In the
static blocks, six consecutive frames were presented in random order
for 3 s each (no ISI). Occasionally, the background color of the
display changed from black to gray for 500 ms. The task consisted of
detecting that color change and pressing a response key with the right
index finger. Within each condition, there were three blocks with one
target, three blocks with two targets, and three blocks with no targets.

Face localizer. The face localizer run lasted 15 min and consisted
of eight repetitions of each of the four conditions, alternating in blocks
of 19.35 s. Blocks were separated by a baseline condition (white
fixation cross of �2° � 2° on a black background) lasting 7, 9, or 11 s
(9 s on average). Each condition consisted of a different category:
faces, cars, and their phase-scrambled version (identical amplitude in
each frequency band; Sadr and Sinha 2004). Stimuli were identical to
those used in Rossion et al. (2012). In each block, 43 images (210 �
184 pixels, �20° width � 25° height in the scanner) were presented
on a black background for 380 ms with a 70-ms ISI. Occasionally, a
picture was replaced by a uniform gray rectangle (380 ms) that the
participant had to detect by pressing a key with the right index finger.
Within each condition, there were three blocks with one such target,
two blocks with two such targets, and three blocks with no targets.

Auditory experiment 1: voices vs. horizontally moving sounds.
Participants were instructed to keep their eyes closed during this run.
The run lasted �13 min and consisted of 15 repetitions of each of the
two conditions alternating in blocks of 16.8 s. Blocks were separated
by rest periods of 7, 9, or 11 s (9 s on average). The two conditions
consisted of voices and moving sounds that were matched for low-
level properties. Human voices were 700-ms (695 ms � 5 ms silence)
vowels (“a,” “e,” “i,” “o,” “u”) pronounced by 12 different franco-
phone speakers (half male) and normalized for overall RMS. Vowels
were concatenated (no ISI) into 15 blocks. Each block of horizontally
moving sounds consisted of a frequency-scrambled version of a vocal
block that was created by randomly intermixing the amplitude and
frequency of each Fourier component (Belin et al. 2000) within
frequency windows of 150 Hz. Envelopes consisting of linear ramps
going from 0 to maximal intensity and from maximal intensity to 0
every 700 ms were then applied on each scrambled block separately
for the left and the right ear. This resulted in a stereo sound where
intensity increased in one ear and decreased simultaneously in the
other ear, creating the vivid perception of a sound moving from one
ear to the other in the azimuth every 700 ms. The task was to detect
a target stimulus (either a vowel or a moving sound) that lasted longer
(1,400 ms) and press a response key with the right index finger.
Within each condition, there were five blocks with one target (23
stimuli total), five blocks with two targets (22 stimuli total), and five
blocks with three targets (21 stimuli total).

Auditory experiment 2: spatial vs. pitch discrimination. Stimuli and
paradigm were identical to the those used in previous studies of our
group (see Collignon et al. 2011b, 2013 for a full description of the
procedure). Participants that were tested in these studies were blind-
folded at that time. However, because KL in the present study had to
perform visual experiments within the same scanning session, she was
simply instructed to keep her eyes closed during this run. During both
auditory runs, the scanning room was put in complete darkness by
shutting down the light of the room and of the projector, resulting in
complete obscurity and ensuring that no light was perceived through
the closed eyelids.

MRI/fMRI Data Acquisition

The fMRI series were acquired with a 3-T TRIO TIM system
(Siemens) equipped with a 12-channel head coil. Multislice T2*-
weighted fMRI images were obtained with a gradient echo-planar
sequence using axial slice orientation [time to repetition (TR) 2,200
ms; echo time (ET) 30 ms; flip angle (FA) 90°; 35 transverse slices;
3.2-mm slice thickness; 0.8-mm (25%) interslice gap; field of view
(FoV) 192 � 192 mm2; matrix size 64 � 64 � 35; voxel size 3 � 3 � 3.2
mm3]. The three (in all runs except auditory experiment 2) or four (in
auditory experiment 2) initial scans were discarded to allow for
steady-state magnetization. A structural T1-weighted 3D magnetiza-
tion prepared rapid gradient echo sequence (voxel size 1 � 1 � 1.2
mm3; matrix size 240 � 256; TR 2,300 ms; ET 2.91 ms; TI 900 ms;
FoV 256; 160 slices) was also acquired in each session. Online
prospective head motion correction methods were not available for the
structural MRI (Maclaren et al. 2013). Image quality of the structural
data was assessed qualitatively by the technical radiologist after each
acquisition to decide whether any visible artifacts (including head
motion, RF interference, wraparound, and signal intensity of contrast
inhomogeneities) made repetition necessary. Image quality was also
quantitatively assessed with a retrospective entropy-based autofocus-
ing method developed by Aksoy and colleagues (2012) for rigid head
motion correction (see also Schulz et al. 2012). This analysis revealed
that the quality of the structural images obtained from KL were of
equal or, if anything, better quality than in the control subjects who
were scanned twice. Moreover, the difference in quality [delta average
edge strength (�AES)] between sessions was minor and, if anything,
lower than the differences obtained in the control subjects.

Functional volumes were preprocessed and analyzed with SPM8
(Welcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK; http://www.
fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) implemented in MATLAB (MathWorks). Pre-
processing included the realignment of functional time series, the
coregistration of functional and anatomical data, a spatial normaliza-
tion to an echo planar imaging template conforming to Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) space, and a spatial smoothing [8-mm
full width at half-maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel].

MRI Data Analysis: Voxel-Based Morphometry

Anatomical images acquired in the Pre, Post 1.5m, and Post 7m
sessions were preprocessed with the vbm8 toolbox of SPM8 (Wel-
come Trust Centre for Neuroimaging; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm/). The “Process Longitudinal Data” module, taking into account
the characteristics of intrasubject analysis, was used to perform these
analyses. After an initial realignment of the anatomical images from
the three sessions, the mean image was calculated and was used as a
reference image for a subsequent realignment. Realigned anatomical
images were then corrected for signal inhomogeneity with regard to
the reference (mean) image. Bias-corrected realigned images from
each session were segmented into gray matter, white matter, and
cerebrospinal fluid. This procedure resulted in a set of nine images (3
tissue probability maps for each of the 3 sessions) in the same space
as the original T1-weighted image, in which each voxel was assigned
a probability of being gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal
fluid, respectively. These images were spatially smoothed with an
8-mm (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel.

To estimate the variability of the measure that should be expected
(noise error) when comparing gray matter tissue probability maps
from anatomical images acquired on separate sessions, we performed
identical analyses on the anatomical images of nine normally sighted
participants who were scanned on two separate occasions (scan 1 and
scan 2).

Statistical analyses were computed as follows. First, we calculated
between-session differential images in KL and in each control subject
with the ImCalc function implemented in SPM8. This led to three
differential images in KL (Post 7m � Pre, Post 1.5m � Pre, Post 7m
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� Post 1.5m) (see Fig. 2, A and B) and one differential image in each
control subject (scan 2 � scan 1). Second, for each of these 13
differential images, we calculated the mean and standard deviation of
the distribution of differential values obtained within each voxel
across the brain (see Fig. 2, A and B). As expected, means of absolute
differences (increases or decreases) between scan 1 and scan 2 in
control subjects were close to 0, with a change of 0.4% on average
(range � min. 0.15%–max. 0.82%, SD � 0.25%). Similarly in KL,
mean absolute between-session differences were 0.08% (within nor-
mal range) in the Post 7m � Post 1.5m differential image. In contrast,
mean absolute between-session differences in KL in Post 1.5m and
Post 7m relative to Pre were 1.32% and 1.22%, respectively, 	3 SD
above the mean of controls. Thus only the latter differential images
were considered for further analyses in KL. Across KL’s brain, we
defined voxels showing significant differences at Post 1.5m relative to
Pre and at Post 7m relative to Pre as those displaying the largest 1%
increases or decreases within each differential image (�3 SD from the
mean of the distribution of changes; see gray shaded areas in Fig. 2,
A and B). Finally, to ensure the reliability of the changes across
sessions, we reported only those voxels that passed the statistical
threshold in both Post 1.5m and Post 7m sessions relative to Pre [i.e.,
voxels showing significant gains/losses both in Post 1.5m (�8.07%/
��5.43%) and Post 7m (�8.45%/��6.01%) relative to Pre] (see
Fig. 2C).

fMRI Data Analysis

Analyses of fMRI data in KL (3 sessions) and in control subjects (1
session, see General Experimental Design and Control Participants)
were performed based on a mixed-effects model and were conducted
in a single step accounting for fixed effects. Changes in brain regional
responses in KL were estimated by a general linear model including
6 regressors in the motion localizer (2 conditions � 3 sessions), 12
regressors in the face localizer (4 conditions � 3 sessions), and 6
regressors in each of the two auditory experiments (2 conditions � 3
sessions). In the control subjects, changes in brain regional responses
were estimated by a general linear model including two regressors in
the motion localizer, four regressors in the face localizer, and two
regressors in each of the two auditory experiments. These regressors
consisted of a boxcar function convolved with the canonical hemo-
dynamic response function. For each session, the movement param-
eters derived from realignment of the functional volumes (translations
in the x, y, and z directions and rotations around the x-, y-, and z-axes)
and a constant vector were included as covariates of no interest. In
addition, for each session of auditory experiment 2, the instructions
preceding each block were further included as a covariate of no
interest. High-pass filtering was implemented in sessions with a cutoff
period of 128 s to remove slow drifts from the time series. Serial
correlations in fMRI signal were estimated with an autoregressive
(order 1) plus white noise model and a restricted maximum likelihood
(ReML) algorithm.

In control subjects (1 session), contrasts of interest in each of the
four experimental runs were performed as follows. In the motion
localizer, the contrast [Motion 	 Static] identified motion-specific
responses. In the face localizer, a conjunction analysis was performed
in order to identify face-specific responses relative both to scrambled
faces and to cars [Faces 	 ScrFaces � Faces 	 Cars] (Rossion et al.
2012). In auditory experiment 1, the contrast [Motion � Voice] tested
the global processing of sounds and the contrasts [Motion 	 Voice]
and [Voice 	 Motion] tested specific processing of motion and
voices. Finally, in auditory experiment 2, the contrast [Spatial � Pitch]
tested the global processing of sounds and the contrasts [Spatial 	 Pitch]
and [Pitch 	 Spatial] tested specific processing of spatial and pitch
attributes of sounds (Collignon et al. 2011b, 2013).

In KL (3 sessions), analyses were performed in two steps. First, a
conjunction (AND) analysis between sessions [Pre � Post 1.5m �
Post 7m] was performed on contrasts of interest (as described in the

preceding paragraph) to identify regions that were consistently acti-
vated in a given contrast across sessions. In the face localizer, the
conjunction was performed across sessions [Pre � Post 1.5m � Post
7m] to identify face-specific responses relative both to scrambled
faces and to cars when considering all sessions [Faces all sessions 	
ScrFaces all sessions � Faces all sessions 	 Cars all sessions]
(Rossion et al. 2012). Second, between-session comparisons on con-
trasts of interest were performed with linear contrasts.

Statistical inferences on the t-statistics maps resulting from con-
trasts of interest were performed at a threshold of P 
 0.05 after
correction for multiple comparisons over the whole brain (familywise
error method) or over small spherical volumes (15-mm radius) located
in regions of interest [small volume correction (SVC)]. Significant
clusters extended to at least 10 contiguous voxels—unless localized in
regions of interest—and were anatomically labeled using structural
neuroanatomy information provided by the Anatomical Automated
Labeling (AAL) toolbox (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002) and Pickatlas
(Maldjian et al. 2003). Automatic labeling was systematically and
carefully checked. To ensure reliability of the changes across sessions
in KL, between-session comparisons of brain responses in Pre vs. Post
1.5m sessions and in Post 1.5m vs. Post 7m sessions were masked
inclusively (Puncorr 
 0.001) by the between-session contrast com-
paring brain responses in Pre vs. Post 7m sessions. Hence, we only
included regions showing between-session changes that were consis-
tent over time (e.g., regions showing a differential effect when
comparing Pre vs. Post 1.5m for a given contrast but no differential
effect when comparing Pre vs. Post 7m for the same contrast would
not be included).

To illustrate brain responses to sounds within KL’s primary visual
cortex, 13 spheres of 6-mm radius were traced along the calcarine
sulcus including its lower and upper banks, in steps of 3 mm along the
y-axis, from the most caudal part (y � �96) to the most rostral part
(y � �60). Using the MarsBar toolbox (Brett et al. 2002), t-values
were extracted in each of these regions of interest (see for similar
analyses Dormal et al. 2010; Mahon et al. 2009; Tootell et al. 2008).
Finally, to illustrate the strength of auditory-driven activity in primary
visual cortex in KL relative to early blind, late blind, and sighted
control participants, we extracted estimated auditory activity in audi-
tory experiments 1 and 2 within an anatomical mask encompassing the
primary visual cortex around the calcarine fissure (delivered by
MarsBar toolbox; Brett et al. 2002).

SVC (15-mm sphere) was only used in the face localizer to identify
face-selective regions. SVCs were performed on coordinates reported
in Rossion et al. (2012), who used stimuli and analyses identical to the
present study. As coordinates in that paper were reported in Talairach
space, we first transformed them in MNI space, using Matthew Brett’s
bilinear transformation (http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/
MNITalairach), before performing the SVCs. Standard stereotactic
coordinates were as follows: right fusiform gyrus (37, �48, �15) and
right inferior occipital gyrus (38, �72, �11).

RESULTS

Behavioral Results

Far visual acuity. At Pre, KL’s best-corrected distance
visual acuity expressed in Snellen decimal acuity was 0.04 in
the right (operated) eye (Fig. 1A). The success of the surgery
was witnessed as improvements in visual acuity as early as 1.5
mo after surgery. Acuity in the right eye increased to 0.2 at
Post 1.5m and to 0.7 at Post 7m. At all times, distance visual
acuity in the left eye was too low to be tested. In fact, distance
visual acuity for binocular vision (OU) was identical to that
measured in the right (operated) eye (OD). Even at Post 7m,
KL’s acuity remained significantly below normal range (OU:
t � �3.3, OD: t � �2.9, both P 
 0.05).
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Contrast sensitivity function. KL’s CSF before surgery was
essentially flat, with a resolution limit of 6 cpd (Fig. 1B). A
substantial and selective improvement for low spatial frequen-
cies was observed at Post 1.5m and Post 7m. Between 1.5 and
7 mo after surgery, contrast sensitivity did not improve further
for spatial frequencies up to 0.5 cpd, but there were improve-
ments for spatial frequencies from 1 to 4 cpd at Post 7m
relative to Post 1.5m. KL’s contrast sensitivity at all spatial
frequency ranges was well below normal range in all sessions
(all P 
 0.00001) except for 0.25 cpd at Post 7m (0.25 cpd,
t � 2.798, P � 0.053).

Global motion. KL’s coherence thresholds were stable
across the three sessions in both the radial and the vertical
conditions (Fig. 1C). In the radial condition thresholds mea-
sured in each session (Pre � 22.6%, Post 1.5m � 23.9%, Post
7m � 27.4%) were comparable to normal control subjects’

thresholds (30%, all P 	 0.3), whereas in the vertical condition,
thresholds were higher (worse performance) for KL (Pre �
37.8%, Post 1.5m � 37.2%, Post 7m � 35.9%) compared with
control subjects (19.8%, all P 
 0.02).

Face categorization and individuation. KL performed well
in the face vs. car categorization task in all sessions (Fig. 1D),
with accuracy being significantly below the control subjects
only at Pre (t � �7.432, P � 0.009; other P values 	 0.06).
KL was as fast as the control subjects in all sessions (all P 	
0.3). The effect of Session did not reach significance either in
accuracy rates [�2 (2, n � 140) � 5.706, P � 0.06] or in
correct RTs [F(2,80) � 2.913, P � 0.06].

In the front-to-front (FF) and the front-to-profile (FP) indi-
vidual face discrimination tasks, KL performed at chance prior
to surgery in both orientations and in both tasks (all P 	 0.06).
After surgery, she performed significantly above chance level
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Fig. 1. Behavioral performance in KL (at Pre, Post 1.5m, and Post 7m) and in sighted control subjects (SC). A: distance visual acuity measures expressed in
Snellen decimal acuity obtained in the Landolt-C paradigm for binocular (OU) and right (operated) eye (OD). B: contrast sensitivity function (CSF). C: %
coherence thresholds for radial and vertical global motion detection. D–F: % accuracy and ln-transformed correct response times (RTs) in the face categorization
task (D) and the front-to-front (E) and front-to-profile (F) face individuation tasks, separately for upright and inverted faces. Bars represent SE from the mean.
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Fig. 2. Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analyses and results. A and B: VBM analyses in KL. The smoothed gray matter tissue probability map (GM TPM)
obtained at Pre was subtracted from the smoothed GM TPM obtained at Post 1.5m (A) and at Post 7m (B). Thresholds for significant differences were established
based on the mean and SDs of the distribution of positive and negative differences observed in the differential image obtained in A and B. C: only voxels showing
common between-session differences above or below 3 SDs from the mean of the distribution in A and B are reported, by overlapping the thresholded differential
image on KL’s native anatomical image.
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(all P 
 0.007) except in the FP task at Post 1.5m, where
performance with inverted faces was not significantly higher
than chance (P � 0.055) (Fig. 1, E and F). Identical conclu-
sions resulted after application of Bonferroni correction for
multiple comparisons.

Because KL performed at chance before surgery in both
tasks and with both orientations, we conducted subsequent
analyses only on postsurgery data. There was no significant
change in accuracy between Post 1.5m and Post 7m either for
upright faces [FF: �2 (1, n � 100) � 0.61, P � 0.44; FP: �2 (1,
n � 96) � 0.865, P � 0.35] or for inverted faces [FF: �2 (1,
n � 100) � 0.203, P � 0.65; FP: �2 (1, n � 96) � 1.212,
P � 0.27]. In the FF task, KL was faster overall at Post 7m
compared with Post 1.5m [F(1,150) � 6.89, P � 0.01] but
slower at Post 7m relative to Post 1.5m in the FP task [F(1,132) �
20.77, P 
 0.001]. Accuracy with upright faces remained
significantly below normal range in both tasks after surgery (all
P 
 0.035), whereas performance with inverted faces was
below normal range at Post 1.5m (FF: t � �3.468, P � 0.037;
FP: t � �5.489, P � 0.015) but not at Post 7m (FF: t � �2.22,
P � 0.07; FP: t � �2.081, P � 0.086). KL was as fast as the
control subjects in both tasks at Post 1.5m and Post 7m (all
P 	 0.13).

Some control subjects showed an inversion effect—a lower
performance for inverted than upright faces (Rossion
2008)—in accuracy [FF: Ctrl2 �2 (1, n � 100) � 4.43, P �
0.035; FP: Ctrl1 �2 (1, n � 96) � 4.41, P � 0.036; Ctrl2 �2

(1, n � 96) � 5.55, P � 0.019], and all showed an inversion
effect in correct RTs in both tasks (all P 
 0.001). Importantly,
KL did not show any significant inversion effect after surgery
in accuracy in any task (all P 	 0.09). In the FP task, she
showed no inversion effect in correct RTs (main effect of

Orientation and interaction not significant, P 	 0.25). In the FF
task, the interaction between Session and Orientation was
significant [F(1,150) � 9.613, P � 0.002] because of faster
RTs for upright faces than for inverted faces at Post 1.5m [t(76) �
2.27, P � 0.026] and faster RTs for inverted faces than for
upright faces at Post 7m [t(74) � �2.13, P � 0.036].

In summary, individual face discrimination was at chance
prior to surgery and was significantly above chance level for
both upright and inverted faces 7 mo after surgery. However,
performance remained quantitatively below (for upright faces
at least) and qualitatively different from normal control sub-
jects, as there was no consistent evidence of a face inversion
effect in KL.

Voxel-Based Morphometry Results

Because of the well-known impact of perceptual experience
on brain structure (Zatorre et al. 2012), we investigated poten-
tial morphological changes associated with sight restoration
with voxel-based morphometry. Gray matter density increases
were consistently observed at Post 1.5m and Post 7m relative
to Pre in several occipital regions including bilateral perical-
carine cortex and lingual gyri, left middle occipital gyrus, and
right cuneus (Fig. 2C, Table 1).

fMRI Results

Visual motion localizer. Target detection performance (hits
vs. misses) was high in all sessions, with no difference between
sessions [Pre, Post 1.5m, Post 7m: 100%, 94%, 94%, �2 (2,
n � 54) � 1.038, P � 0.59].

A conjunction (AND) analysis identified a large set of
regions that consistently responded to radially moving relative

Table 1. VBM results

Area

Native Space

Change, % Cluster Size

MNI Space

x, mm y, mm z, mm x, mm y, mm z, mm

Gray matter density increases in Post 1.5m and Post 7m relative to Pre

R cerebellum 27 �55 �35 17.47 3,823 35 �62 �43
L pericalcarine cortex/middle occipital gyrus �16 �89 �8 12.17 1,296 �16 �99 0
L cerebellum �27 �59 �32 13.07 1,049 �30 �68 �37
R cuneus 1 �83 17 15.15 590 6 �88 29
R mid frontal gyrus 26 39 7 9.82 235 29 56 �14
L fusiform gyrus �16 3 �29 11.07 169 �20 6 �45
R putamen 23 �13 13 11.22 153 28 �7 9
L pericalcarine/lingual gyrus �1 �73 �5 9.79 112 1 �79 �1
R inf temporal gyrus 40 �20 �21 9.88 59 51 �18 �31
R mid frontal gyrus 26 36 14 9.13 55 29 54 �4
L inferior occipital/temporal gyrus �46 �62 �8 8.86 34 �53 �69 �4
L sup frontal gyrus �8 31 �3 9.04 29 �13 43 �24
L mid frontal gyrus �32 �6 51 9.17 22 �41 8 56
R lingual gyrus 6 �76 �10 8.95 18 10 �83 �8
L pericalcarine cortex �3 �87 0 8.90 14 �1 �95 9

Gray matter density decreases in Post 1.5m and Post 7m relative to Pre

L cerebellum �17 �46 �40 �12.92 1,057 �18 �54 �50
R postcentral gyrus 7 �41 56 �7.73 354 13 �32 68
L cerebellum �40 �44 �33 �7.75 153 �46 �52 �41
R postcentral gyrus 23 �32 50 �7.19 74 34 �25 58
L paracentral lobule �16 �41 53 �6.65 29 �16 �32 66
L dorsolateral superior frontal gyrus �6 38 23 �5.73 7 �11 58 7

Summary of the between-session gray matter changes obtained in the voxel-based morphometry (VBM) results. Significant clusters are reported in KL’s native
space coordinates and in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space coordinates.
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to static dots across the three sessions ([Motion 	 Static Pre �
Post 1.5m � Post 7m]) (Fig. 3A, Table 2). In line with previous
studies investigating visual-motion selectivity (Sunaert et al.
1999; Tootell et al. 1995), these regions included the middle
temporal cortex (MT�/V5), the superior occipital gyrus (V3/
V3A), and the superior temporal gyrus bilaterally as well as the
left middle occipital gyrus (LOS/KO). Similar activation maps
were observed in our control participants scanned with the
same protocol (see Fig. 7A). In KL, between-session increases
in motion-selective activity were observed at Post 7m relative
to Pre ([Motion 	 Static � Post 7m 	 Pre]) in bilateral
extrastriate cortices along the motion pathway localized pos-
teriorly to MT�/V5: the middle occipital gyri bilaterally ex-
tending medially to the superior occipital gyri/cuneus (V2/V3/
V3A) [Motion 	 Static Post 7m 	 Pre] (Fig. 3B, Table 2). No
such changes were observed in bilateral MT�/V5 (Fig. 3B).

Face localizer. Target detection performance (hits vs.
misses) was high in all sessions, with no difference between
sessions [Pre, Post 1.5m, Post 7m: 89%, 89%, 71%, ��2 (2,
n � 84) � 5.227, P � 0.073].

Before surgery, regions in fusiform and inferior occipital gyri
showed a preference for faces over cars and scrambled faces
([Faces Pre 	 ScrFaces Pre � Faces Pre 	 Cars Pre]) (see Fig.
7B) with no significant changes across time (Table 3). Hence, a
conjunction (AND) analysis was performed across sessions
[Faces all sessions 	 ScrFaces all sessions � Faces all sessions 	
Cars all sessions] (Rossion et al. 2012) and disclosed face selec-
tivity in bilateral inferior occipital gyrus (“occipital face area” or
OFA) and in the right fusiform gyrus (“fusiform face area” or
FFA) (Fig. 4, Table 3), in accordance with previous neuroimaging
studies of face perception (Haxby et al. 2000) and with activation
maps observed in our sighted control participants scanned with the
same protocol (see Fig. 7B).

Auditory experiments. Behavioral performance in the scan-
ner was adequate in both auditory experiments in all sessions
(auditory experiment 1: 73%, 70%, 88%; auditory experiment
2: 63%, 63%, 74%). Performance was significantly higher at
Post 7m compared with Post 1.5m in auditory experiment 1 [�2

(2, n � 180) � 6.088, P � 0.048; Post 1.5m vs. Post 7m: �2

(1, n � 120) � 6.114, P � 0.013] and compared with both Pre
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Fig. 3. fMRI activation maps of visual motion processing. A: between-session conjunction analysis highlighting regions showing consistent motion-specific responses
[Motion 	 Static] across the 3 sessions in KL and associated beta parameter estimates in bilateral MT�/V5. B: brain regions showing larger motion-specific visual
responses [Motion 	 Static] at Post 7m relative to Pre and associated beta parameter estimates. Results are displayed at a threshold of P 
 0.05 familywise error (FWE)
corrected over the whole brain on a 3D render of the brain and on transverse and sagittal slices of KL’s structural image normalized to MNI space.
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and Post 1.5m in auditory experiment 2 [F(2,28) � 6.083, P �
0.006; Pre vs. Post 7m: t(14) � �2.876, P � 0.012; Pre vs.
Post 1.5m t(14) � �2.825, P � 0.014].

In both auditory experiments, several occipital regions were
consistently recruited during the processing of auditory infor-
mation across the three sessions in KL ([Motion � Voice Pre
� Post 1.5m � Post 7m]; [Spatial � Pitch Pre � Post 1.5m �
Post 7m]) (Fig. 5, A and B, Table 4, Table 5). These regions
were localized along the calcarine sulcus extending medially to
the cuneus and to the lingual gyrus (Fig. 5, A and B, Table 4,
Table 5). In both auditory experiments, peaks of activation to
global auditory processing in KL’s primary visual cortex were
located in the caudal part of the calcarine sulcus and t values
steadily decreased along the calcarine sulcus when sliding to its
most rostral part (Fig. 5, A and B). Importantly, significant
auditory responses in pericalcarine regions were also observed
in early and late blind participants (tested with the same
protocol as in auditory experiment 2; Collignon et al. 2011b,
2013) but not in normally sighted participants (tested with the
same protocols as in auditory experiments 1 and 2) (Fig. 5C;
see Fig. 7, C and D).

Despite the fact that auditory activity was still massively
present 7 mo after surgery in striate cortex (Fig. 5, A–C), the
recruitment of occipital cortex for auditory processing steadily
decreased relative to before surgery ([Motion � Voice � Pre 	
Post 7m]; [Spatial � Pitch � Pre 	 Post 7m]), especially in
extrastriate regions, including the bilateral middle occipital
gyri in both auditory experiments as well as the bilateral
superior occipital gyri and lingual gyri in auditory experiment
2 (Fig. 5, D and E, Table 4, Table 5). Beta parameter estimates
in these regions highlight a progressive reduction of activation
in response to auditory stimulation with time, with some of
these regions even showing sound-related deactivation at Post
7m (Fig. 5, D and E).

No consistent functional specialization (selective auditory
activity for a specific task) was found in KL’s occipital cortex
in either of the two auditory experiments across sessions (i.e.,
contrast between Motion and Voice conditions in auditory
experiment 1 and between Spatial and Pitch conditions in
auditory experiment 2; Collignon et al. 2011b, 2013).

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we provide a comprehensive overview
of the changes occurring in perceptual visual abilities as well as
in brain structure and function in an early and severely visually
impaired patient, KL, before and after sight restoration. KL
was tested in three separate sessions taking place before and
1.5 and 7 mo after surgery with identical behavioral, MRI, and
fMRI protocols. The extent of KL’s preoperative visual im-
pairments was evidenced by extremely reduced visual acuity
(0.04) and CSF before surgery (Fig. 1, A and B). Nevertheless,
presurgical global motion detection (radial patterns) and face/
nonface categorization abilities were accurate (Fig. 1, C and D)
and sufficient to elicit specific functional responses within
high-level visual areas involved in motion and face processing
(Fig. 3A, Fig. 4; see Fig. 7, A and B). Despite these residual
visual functions, robust crossmodal auditory responses were
observed within KL’s occipital cortex before surgery. These
crossmodal responses were at least as high as those measured
in totally blind individuals (Fig. 5C; see Fig. 7D). In perical-
carine cortex, crossmodal responses remained elevated even 7
mo after surgery (Fig. 5, A–C) and overlapped with visual
responses (Fig. 6).

The success of the surgery was evidenced by behavioral
improvements in visual acuity, sensitivity to low-spatial fre-

Table 2. Motion localizer fMRI results

Area
Cluster

Size x, mm y, mm z, mm Z P

Conjunction [Motion 	 Static Pre � Post 1.5m � Post 7m]

R middle temporal gyrus
(MT�/V5) 404 46 �60 2 Inf 
0.001

R superior temporal gyrus 129 62 �28 14 7.74 
0.001
L middle occipito-temporal

gyrus (MT�/V5) 225 �42 �66 2 7.46 
0.001
R middle/superior occipital

gyrus 314 34 �90 24 7.08 
0.001
L middle occipital gyrus 79 �30 �86 6 6.72 
0.001
L superior occipital gyrus 121 �16 �86 26 6.26 
0.001
L superior temporal gyrus 18 �58 �42 18 5.62 0.001
R superior occipital gyrus 21 30 �78 44 5.30 0.003

[Motion 	 Static Post 1.5m 	 Pre]

No suprathreshold voxels

[Motion 	 Static Post 7m 	 Pre]

L middle occipital gyrus 737 �38 �88 8 6.22 
0.001
L cuneus �12 �98 24 6.04 
0.001
L superior occipital gyrus �8 �102 10 6.04 
0.001
R cuneus 239 14 �96 28 5.84 
0.001
R cuneus/calcarine 8 �90 14 5.60 0.001
R superior occipital gyrus 20 �100 18 5.51 0.001
R middle occipital gyrus 39 38 �88 14 5.27 0.004

[Motion 	 Static Post 7m 	 Post 1.5m]

L middle occipital gyrus 596 �40 �86 10 6.71 
0.001
R cuneus 135 8 �86 20 6.61 
0.001
L cuneus/superior occipital

gyrus 149 �10 �94 22 6.43 
0.001
R middle occipital gyrus 177 36 �78 18 5.81 
0.001
L inferior occipital/fusiform

gyrus 32 �42 �70 �14 5.81 
0.001
R inferior occipital gyrus 21 52 �70 �2 5.53 0.001
R inferior occipital gyrus 12 38 �82 �4 5.01 0.013

Table 2. Summary of the functional results obtained for the specific
responses to visual motion relative to static dots (Motion 	 Static). All
coordinates reported in this table are significant after correction over the entire
brain [familywise error (FWE) P 
 0.05].

Table 3. Face localizer fMRI results

Area
Cluster

Size x, mm y, mm z, mm Z P

Conjunction [Faces 	 ScrF � Faces 	 Cars all sessions]

L inferior occipital
gyrus (OFA) 101 �50 �76 �6 6.50 
0.001

R inferior occipital
gyrus (OFA)* 20 42 �72 �4 3.93 0.011

R fusiform gyrus
(FFA)* 7 34 �52 �20 3.31 0.074

Summary of the functional results obtained for the specific responses to
Faces relative to both Scrambled Faces (ScrF) and Cars. There were no
significant activations in any of the between-session comparisons. Coordinates
are significant after correction over the entire brain (FWE P 
 0.05) or over
small spherical volumes (15-mm radius). OFA, occipital face area; FFA,
fusiform face area.
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quencies, and face individuation (Fig. 1, A, B, E, and F), as
well as by significant increases in neural responses to radially
moving patterns in low-level visual regions (Fig. 3B). Whether
these gains were purely optical in origin or were the result of
neural plasticity cannot be fully disentangled in such a study
because of the intrinsic covariation existing between these
factors. However, robust neuroplastic changes were evidenced
as a result of sight restoration: crossmodal auditory responses
progressively decreased in extrastriate occipital regions after
surgery relative to before surgery (Fig. 5, D and E), and significant
increases in gray matter density were observed in low-level visual
cortex as early as 1.5 mo after surgery (Fig. 2C).

Presurgical Visual Selective Responses in High-Level Visual
Cortex Involved in Motion and Face Processing

In accordance with the observation of normal presurgical
performance in global motion detection thresholds for radially
moving patterns and in face/nonface categorization, motion-
and face-selective responses were found within well-docu-
mented regions of the dorsal and the ventral visual pathway in
KL before surgery and did not significantly evolve after sur-
gery. These findings suggest that functionally specific re-
sponses have emerged in KL’s high-level visual cortex during
development despite a life-long history of severely degraded
visual experience.

In the case of motion-selective responses, this assumption is
supported by the fact that MT� receives most of its input from
the magnocellular pathway (Maunsell et al. 1990) and may
thus have tuned during development based on KL’s residual
sensitivity to low spatial frequencies. Since our behavioral
results suggest a dissociation in the way visual impairment
impacts specific types of motion (i.e., preservation in percep-
tion of radial motion but impairment in perception of vertical
motion), future studies should investigate whether perceptual
dissociations may be reflected at the neural level (e.g., pre-

served neural responses in MST but altered responses in MT;
Morrone et al. 2000).

The presence of face-selective responses in high-level visual
regions in KL even before surgery contrasts with what was
previously reported in MM, whose high-level visual cortex was
unresponsive to faces when tested after sight restoration (Fine
et al. 2003). Hence, while a total absence of visual input since
an early age seems to permanently alter the functional response
of high level face-selective regions (Fine et al. 2003; Röder et
al. 2013), our findings suggest that even crude residual visual
information may be sufficient in tuning face-selective regions
to categorical information of faces at least. Supporting this
assumption, electrophysiological studies in humans have
shown larger amplitude on the N170/M170 for faces compared
with nonface objects for low-pass filtered stimuli (
 �2 cpd)
(Awasthi et al. 2013; Goffaux et al. 2003), and an fMRI study
has demonstrated face-preferential responses over cars in the
right FFA when using low-pass filtered stimuli (Gauthier et al.
2005). Here again, residual visual information provided by low
spatial frequencies may have been sufficient to set the func-
tional tuning of the face-selective network and allow basic face
perception abilities such as accurate categorization even prior
to surgery (Fig. 1D). Importantly, findings of face-selective
responses in OFA and FFA even prior to surgery (Fig. 4 and
Fig. 7B) do not necessarily imply that these regions are opti-
mally tuned to individual face discrimination. In fact, KL’s
presurgical individual face discrimination (distinguishing be-
tween 2 different faces) was at chance level (Fig. 1, E and F).
In the same vein, the presence of face-selective regions in the
brain of acquired prosopagnosic patients is the neural signature
of their ability to discriminate faces from nonface objects,
despite profound deficits in individual face discrimination
(Dricot et al. 2008; Rossion et al. 2003; Schiltz et al. 2006;
Steeves et al. 2009). In these patients, however, the fMRI
signal in these regions, despite being preferential for faces,
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does not show any evidence of sensitivity to the discrimination
of individual faces (i.e., lack of release from adaptation with
different compared with identical faces) (Dricot et al. 2008;
Schiltz et al. 2006; Steeves et al. 2009). In KL, within-face
discrimination abilities increased after surgery (Fig. 1, E and F)
but no changes in activation were observed in face-selective
regions (Fig. 4). Future studies with sight recovery individuals
may therefore test sensitivity to faces in face-selective regions by
means of adaptation paradigms to provide a finer investigation of
neural responses to individual faces before and after surgery.

Presurgical Crossmodal Auditory Responses in Occipital
Cortex and Overlap with Visual Responses

Our observation of auditory responses in the occipital cortex
of an individual with residual preoperative vision (Fig. 5, A–C,
Fig. 7, C and D) suggests that crossmodal reorganization can
be observed even when the visual loss is not total and despite
the presence of visual functional specialization in high-level
visual cortex.

In the pericalcarine cortex, crossmodal responses were ro-
bust and reliable across both auditory experiments and sessions
and were comparable to the responses measured in totally blind
individuals (Fig. 5C and Fig. 7D). Remarkably, these responses
in KL largely overlapped with visual responses in all sessions
(Fig. 6). Findings of coexisting crossmodal and visual re-
sponses were previously reported within high-level visual cor-
tex in two sight recovery subjects (Saenz et al. 2008) and in a
case of severe visual impairment (Cheung et al. 2009). Our
results thus extend these observations to the pericalcarine
cortex, demonstrating that this region, classically considered as
purely visual, can respond to both visual and auditory modal-
ities in the instance of a life-long history of severely altered
visual experience.

Across auditory experiments and sessions, estimated re-
sponse amplitude during global sound processing steadily
decreased from the most posterior part to the most anterior
part of the calcarine sulcus (Fig. 5, A and B). In the sighted
brain, the posterior part of the calcarine sulcus displays
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Fig. 5. fMRI activation maps of auditory processing. A and B: between-session conjunction analysis highlighting brain regions that are consistently activated
during auditory stimulation across the 3 sessions in KL in auditory experiment 1 ([Motion � Voice Pre � Post 1.5m � Post 7m], A) and auditory experiment
2 ([Spatial � Pitch Pre � Post 1.5m � Post 7m], B). Corresponding t values are plotted along the calcarine sulcus from the most rostral pole (�60 in the y-axis)
to the most caudal pole (�96 along the y-axis) for each session separately (Pre, Post 1.5m, and Post 7m) in gray and for the average of all sessions in black.
C: beta parameter estimates are plotted for the main effect of sounds in an anatomical mask encompassing the pericalcarine region (primary visual cortex) in
auditory experiment 1 for KL (at Pre, Post 1.5m, and Post 7m) and sighted control subjects (SC) and in auditory experiment 2 for KL (at Pre, Post 1.5m, and
Post 7m), early blind (EB), late blind (LB), and sighted control (SC) subjects. Bars represent SE from the mean. D and E: brain regions showing larger recruitment
during auditory stimulation at Pre relative to Post 7m in KL and associated beta parameter estimates in auditory experiment 1 ([Motion � Voice � Pre 	 Post
7m], D) and auditory experiment 2 ([Spatial � Pitch � Pre 	 Post 7m], E). Results are displayed at a threshold of P 
 0.05 FWE corrected over the whole
brain on sagittal, coronal, and transverse slices of KL’s structural image normalized to MNI space.
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representations of the foveal and parafoveal visual field
(Sereno et al. 1995) and contains neurons tuned to higher
spatial frequencies (Singh et al. 2000). In line with KL’s
poor sensitivity to high spatial frequencies (Fig. 1B), we
speculate that the reduced optical quality of her visual input
since an early age prevented the normal development of
populations of neurons in this region (Levin et al. 2010) and
led this region to tune to auditory information (Cheung et al.
2009). These assumptions further raise the possibility that
crossmodal responses interfere with visual functioning, pre-
venting optimal visual recovery (as hypothesized in co-
chlear implant users for the recovery of auditory functions;
see Buckley and Tobey 2011; Lee et al. 2007; Sandmann et
al. 2012; Strelnikov et al. 2013).

The absence of consistent functional specialization in cross-
modal responses across sessions (selective auditory activity for
a specific task) within KL’s visual cortex suggests that the
nature of this crossmodal reorganization may differ from that
observed in early-onset totally blind subjects (Collignon et al.
2011b) and rather resemble the reorganization observed in
late-onset totally blind subjects (Collignon et al. 2013). Indeed,
residual presurgical vision in KL has led to the development of
visually specific responses in higher-level visual regions (Fig.
3A and Fig. 4), which in turn might have prevented the
development of functionally specific crossmodal responses to
auditory information. In the same vein, cortical visual areas

such as hMT�/V5 do not display functionally specific cross-
modal responses in late-onset blind individuals, presumably
because developmental vision had tuned these regions to rel-
evant visuo-spatial information before sight was lost (Bedny et
al. 2010; Collignon et al. 2013). This assumption is in line with
the “interactive specialization” principle of human postnatal
brain development according to which the extent of plasticity
observed within a given region after sensory deprivation is
dependent on the degree of specialization already achieved by
this region (Johnson 2011).

Table 4. Auditory experiment 1 fMRI results

Area
Cluster

Size x, mm y, mm z, mm Z P

Conjunction [Motion � Voice Pre � Post 1.5m � Post 7m]

L superior temporal gyrus 1,918 �64 �16 12 Inf 
0.001
R middle temporal gyrus 2,915 56 �22 �6 Inf 
0.001
R middle frontal gyrus 342 42 38 30 7.41 
0.001
R pericalcarine cortex 56 22 �94 �2 7.06 
0.001
L cerebellum 95 �4 �82 �24 6.61 
0.001
R inferior frontal gyrus 35 52 42 6 6.52 
0.001
R superior temporal gyrus 16 68 �38 22 6.25 
0.001
L pericalcarine cortex 104 �4 �102 6 6.10 
0.001
R superior temporal gyrus 37 40 4 �18 5.82 
0.001
L middle frontal gyrus 44 �38 52 10 5.77 
0.001
R superior frontal gyrus 55 6 6 66 5.37 0.002
R pericalcarine cortex 12 6 �92 12 5.34 0.003
L thalamus 14 �12 �16 6 5.33 0.003
R middle temporal gyrus 18 52 �48 8 5.22 0.005
L cerebellum 17 �22 �66 �22 5.20 0.005
R precentral gyrus 31 42 4 36 5.11 0.008
R supplementary motor

area
16 8 16 50 5.09 0.009

[Motion � Voice Pre 	 Post 1.5m]

No suprathreshold voxels

[Motion � Voice Pre 	 Post 7m]

R middle/superior
occipital gyrus

18 26 �92 18 5.23 0.004

L middle occipital gyrus 16 �20 �92 0 4.91 0.020

[Motion � Voice Post 1.5m 	 Post 7m]

No suprathreshold voxels

Summary of the functional results obtained for the main effect of global
sound processing in auditory experiment 1 [Motion � Voice]. All coordinates
reported in this table are significant after correction over the entire brain (FWE
P 
 0.05).

Table 5. Auditory experiment 2 fMRI results

Area
Cluster

Size x, mm y, mm z, mm Z P

Conjunction [Spatial � Pitch Pre � Post 1.5m � Post 7m]

L postcentral gyrus 912 �58 �18 14 Inf 
0.001
R precentral gyrus 719 44 6 32 Inf 
0.001
R insula 260 32 22 6 Inf 
0.001
L inferior parietal lobule 2,393 �40 �44 42 Inf 
0.001
R inferior frontal gyrus 920 56 12 10 Inf 
0.001
L supplementary motor area 167 �8 �6 56 Inf 
0.001
R supramarginal gyrus 584 42 �40 36 Inf 
0.001
L inferior frontal gyrus 330 �50 8 12 Inf 
0.001
R superior frontal gyrus 329 8 20 44 7.43 
0.001
R pericalcarine 76 20 �96 0 7.16 
0.001
L superior occipital gyrus 732 �10 �102 6 7.13 
0.001
L cerebellum 118 �38 �60 �46 7.06 
0.001
R middle frontal gyrus 304 42 32 26 6.88 
0.001
R middle frontal gyrus 42 46 26 6.37 
0.001
L middle frontal gyrus 45 �34 52 12 6.71 
0.001
L superior parietal gyrus 143 �22 �70 50 6.55 
0.001
R superior occipital gyrus 17 16 �100 16 6.14 
0.001
L superior temporal gyrus 24 �42 �20 0 5.86 
0.001
R cerebellum 44 28 �50 �48 5.84 
0.001
L cerebellum 28 �12 �70 �46 5.82 
0.001
L insula 52 �34 22 �2 5.71 
0.001
L middle occipital gyrus 23 �30 �96 10 5.66 0.001
L inferior frontal gyrus 20 �34 34 14 5.59 0.001
L cerebellum 33 0 �82 �24 5.51 0.001
L lingual gyrus 20 �12 �78 �14 5.41 0.002
R cerebellum 20 16 �68 �46 5.41 0.002
L temporal pole 29 �56 14 �2 5.35 0.003
R superior frontal gyrus 14 24 2 62 5.23 0.006
L cerebellum 12 �18 �66 �24 5.22 0.006

[Spatial � Pitch Pre 	 Post 1.5m]

No suprathreshold voxels

[Spatial � Pitch Pre 	 Post 7m]

L middle occipital gyrus 390 �32 �88 18 6.86 
0.001
L lingual gyrus �18 �92 �6 6.21 
0.001
L middle occipital gyrus �26 �90 8 5.79 
0.001
R lingual gyrus 69 12 �82 �4 6.33 
0.001
R superior frontal gyrus 96 20 0 70 6.19 
0.001
L superior temporal sulcus 96 �48 �28 2 6.05 
0.001
R middle/sup occipital gyrus 95 28 �92 14 6.02 
0.001
R cuneus/middle occipital gyrus 16 �92 14 5.96 
0.001

[Spatial � Pitch Post 1.5m 	 Post 7m]

R inferior occipital gyrus 84 46 �82 �4 6.35 
0.001
R middle occipital gyrus 43 40 �76 4 5.49 0.001
R middle frontal gyrus 28 4 36 �16 5.41 0.002
L middle temporal gyrus 15 �54 �34 0 5.14 0.009

Summary of the functional results obtained for the main effect of global
sound processing in auditory experiment 2 [Spatial � Pitch]. All coordinates
reported in this table are significant after correction over the entire brain (FWE
P 
 0.05).
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Postsurgical Decrease in Crossmodal Auditory Responses in
Extrastriate Occipital Cortex

In contrast to what was observed in pericalcarine regions,
some extrastriate occipital regions displayed robust between-
session decreases in crossmodal recruitment in both auditory
experiments. Several regions showing robust auditory activa-
tion before surgery even showed sound-related deactivation 7
mo after sight-restoration (Fig. 5, D and E), as typically

observed in sighted individuals (Laurienti et al. 2002). There-
fore, the progressive appearance of sound-related deactivations
in KL’s extrastriate occipital cortex may parallel the recovery
of visual tuning observed within these regions (Fig. 3B).
Overall, our results suggest that the primary visual cortex
maintains its involvement in the processing of nonvisual infor-
mation despite sight restoration, whereas presurgical auditory
responses in extrastriate regions decrease after sight restora-
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tion. Taken together, these data compellingly demonstrate the
existence of region-specific mechanisms in the way visual
deprivation and restoration affect the modality tuning of the
occipital cortex.

Postsurgical Increase in Gray Matter Density

As early as 1.5 mo after surgery, significant increases in gray
matter density were evidenced in several portions of the low-
level visual cortex (Fig. 2C). Fast experience-dependent gray
matter density increases have been previously reported in
longitudinal studies involving training protocols such as com-
plex sensorimotor tasks (Draganski et al. 2004; Taubert et al.
2010), mirror reading (Ilg et al. 2008), and visual perceptual
learning (Ditye et al. 2013). Findings from the present study
demonstrate that important structural changes may be induced
far more quickly than previously expected (gains of 	8% in
gray matter density in occipital cortex after only 1.5 mo) when
significantly increasing the quality of a sensory input (here,
vision). Although the cellular correlates of macrostructural
changes evidenced in human neuroimaging remain elusive,
rapid structural changes associated with sensory experience in
adulthood have been mainly related to mechanisms acting at
the neural level (including remodeling of dendritic spines,
synaptogenesis, and synapse elimination) and mechanisms in-
volving nonneuronal glial cells (gliogenesis) (Zatorre et al.
2012), both of which have been documented in mice after both
sensory deprivation and restoration (Tremblay et al. 2010; Zuo
et al. 2005).

Conclusions

The occipital cortex has long served as a front-runner model
to understand how brain regions develop, specialize, and reor-
ganize their tuning toward a specific input and function (Hubel
1995). We provide the first longitudinal investigation of how
crossmodal plasticity interacts with restored vision in a sight
recovery subject. We show that structural and functional reor-
ganization of occipital regions are present in an individual with
a long-standing history of severe visual impairment and that
such reorganizations can be partially reversed by visual resto-
ration in adulthood.
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